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Abstract

Utility theory of economics is a well used tool for handling preferences. However there is seldom
a deeper mathematical treatment regarding the existence of continuous utility functions. In this
thesis we prove both existence and continuity and in addition we will look at an application in
form of expected utility.

Sammanfattning

Nyttoteori är inom nationalekonomi ett välanvänt verktyg för att hantera preferenser. Trots
detta görs sällan en djupare matematisk studie av existensen av kontinuerliga nyttofunktioner.
I denna uppsats kommer vi dock att bevisa existensen av s̊adana funktioner samt titta p̊a en
applikation av dem i form av förväntad nytta.
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1. Introduction

In this thesis a particular kind of economical problem, namely the value of things under risk,
is studied. We will begin right away with a classical problem from the 18th century: the Saint
Petersburg paradox. In this problem an individual is about to participate in a game with very
simple rules. A fair coin is repeatedly tossed until it lands heads up at which point the game ends
and the participant is paid a given amount of money dependent on how many rounds the game
lasted. If the game ends at the first toss one ducat is paid, if it ends at the second two ducats are
paid instead, if it ends at the third round then four ducats are paid and so forth, doubling the prize
for each round. Now, the expected value of this game should be:

∑∞
k=1

1
2k

2k−1. As this is not a
convergent sum the expected value does not technically exist but we understand that, it by this
method, is a very attractive game. However, most humans would see this as a rather poor choice
of game to spend their money on. So, even though one could statistically expect to win much the
actual value is low. This problem, and others like it, is at the core of economical decisions under
risk.

To find a way we will seek to apply the microeconomic tool of utility which in a simple sense
is a way to measure each good or amount or money reflecting how much use it would be to the
individual in question. This approach use an order preserving function φ which, in section 2, is
proven to exist for countable sets without special conditions and conditionally on uncountable
sets. In section 3 we take the Debreu Gap approach to proving the existence of a continuous order
preserving function with very few additional assumptions. Crucial to this is the Debreu open gap
function which is defined on the extended real line and is defined in such a way that its image
does not contain any topologically non-open gaps. As a result of this aforementioned property of
ψ we have for nearly any function f from any set to the extended real line that ψ ◦f is continuous.
Finallly, in section 4 we discuss the method of calculating the expected value of these continuous
and order preserving functions.
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2. Existence of Order-preserving Functions

From an economical perspective the notion of orderings on sets are in general interesting and in
particular functions which preserves an ordering from one set to another are very interesting. As
is common in introductory microeconomics I will begin by presenting ideas from the perspective
of an imaginary individual, but this is merely a way to build the economical understanding. The
results we derive are highly general and applicable to other fields. Most of the theory is from
the book Representations of Preference Orderings by Bridges [1], which in itself is a summary of
important articles in the field. Unless otherwise noted the theory is from this book, albeit with
some rewording and rewriting to fit the flow of this thesis.

2.1. Orders and Preferences. Now assume that an individual is faced with the choice between
buying a cool drink or a hot coffee. Plausibly the individual will buy a cool drink if the weather
is warm outside and hot coffee if it is cold, or perhaps she would always prefer coffee. Either way,
in each of the two cases the individual bought one item rather than the other and thus we can
assume that she prefers the bought item over the other. Whenever one would rather buy A than
B we say that A is preferred to B and write A � B. Furthermore if the individual cannot decide
between the two we say that she is indifferent between them and write A ∼ B.

Definition 2.1. A binary relation C on a set X is a subset of the cartesian product X ×X.
We will adopt the usual convention of writing xCy when we mean that the ordered pair (x, y) ∈

C.

Two special and, for our purposes, interesting classes of binary relations are the orderings and
equivalence relations which we informally introduced previously. To do our formal definition of
those relations we will begin by the total preorder and from it derive the strict weak order and the
equivalence relation.

Definition 2.2. A total preorder is a binary relation < which is:

i reflexive: x < x for all x ∈ X;
ii transitive: x < y and y < z ⇒ x < z for all x, y, z ∈ X;
iii connected: For all x, y ∈ X, x 6= y, either x < y or y < x.

Often we put a set X together with a total preorder < and call it a preordered set (X,<). Now
we continue with two more binary relations.

Definition 2.3. A strict weak order is a binary relation � which is:

i irreflexive: x � x does not hold for any x ∈ X;
ii asymmetric: for no x, y ∈ X does both x � y and y � x hold;
iii transitive: x � y and y � z ⇒ x � z for all x, y, z ∈ X;
iv negatively transitive: for all x, y, z ∈ X if not x � y and not y � z then x � z does not hold.

It should be clear to the reader that if x � y then x < y while the opposite, x < y ⇒ x � y
does not hold in general. We will now look at pairs which are in < but not in �. Specifically these
pairs are those we usually say are equal to each other. Formally we have the following.

Definition 2.4. An equivalence relation or an indifference relation ∼ on X is a relation such that
for all x, y ∈ X then ∼ is:

i reflexive: x < x for all x ∈ X;
ii symmetric: if x ∼ y then y ∼ x;
iii transitive: x < y and y < z ⇒ x < z for all x, y, z ∈ X.

We shall put these three binary relations into an example, and we first use the total preorder
<.
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Example 2.5. Let X be a set of goods and < a total preorder on X. Specifically let X =
{water, water melon, salt} and let the preferences represented by < come from a person whom is
dehydrated and lost in the desert. In all likelihood this person would prefer water to a water melon
and any of those two to salt; thus we would write: water < water melon < salt. �

If the person is not indifferent between any of the items then we could use � instead of <.
However, if we introduce black pepper then it is plausible that the person is just as uninterested
in black pepper as in salt, and we would have the following example.

Example 2.6. Let X be a set of goods and < a total preorder, with corresponding weak and
equivalence relations � and ∼. If the individual strictly prefers water to a water melon and any
of those two to salt while she is indifferent between salt and black pepper then we would write:

water � water melon � salt ∼ black pepper.

If we instead use the total preorder < then we would have the following.

water < water melon < salt < black pepper.

�

From this reasoning we can also see that the difference between a total preorder and a weak
preoder order is the equivalence relation.

In economical literature there is sometimes a slight confusion about whether the author means
< or � when he or she talks about preferences. To reduce this confusion we have the following
definition.

Definition 2.7. We say that both < and � from definitions 2.2 and 2.3, respectively, are preference
relations on a set X. If x < y for x, y ∈ X we say that x is preferred to y and if x � y we say that
x is strictly preferred to y.

The remainder of this section is devoted to finding ways of enumerating the elements of a set X
equipped with a total preorder. By convention we will write the set X together with it’s order <
as (X,<) and call it an ordered set. Thus with the ordered set (X,<) from example 2.5 we would
in essence want something like the following.

(1) Water.
(2) Water melon.
(3) Salt.

In fact, we would like to know if the order on (X,<) is similar to the order on (R,≥), where ≥
is the usual order on R. Specifically we want to know if the orders of the two sets are equal, or
isomorphic.

Definition 2.8. Let (X,<) be a set with a binary relation <, let (Y,<′) be a different set with
binary relation <′ and f : X → Y a function. If for all x, y ∈ X we have x < y ⇒ φ(x) <′ φ(y)
then we say that f is a homomorphism. Furthermore if f is one-to-one as well we say that f is an
isomorphism and that (X,<) and (Y,<′) are isomorphic.

For instance, the Arabic and Roman numbers are isomorphic when it comes to arithmetic: we
could equally well write I + I = II as we could 1 + 1 = 2. There are no difference between numbers
in those systems except for their names, and this is what we mean by an isomorphism. In our
case we are interested in preserving the order of X when we map the elements of X into R. As
seen by the definition above we want to know whether or not there is a function φ : X → R such
that x < y ⇔ φ(x) ≥ φ(y). Indeed, as we shall see, there is such a function and we will call it an
order-isomorphism or a utility function.
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2.2. Existence of order isomorphisms on finite and countable sets. We will now begin to
prove the existence of, and in fact construct, a utility function from the arbitrary, preordered, set
(X,<) to (R,≥) with its natural order ≥. This section address the cases where X is finite and
countable while the next section is about uncountable sets. It is of course not strictly necessary to
prove the finite case as we will prove more general cases next. However, it may be instructive to
see this simple proof as the others will be similar.

Just before we prove the finite case we will briefly introduce the concept of open sets within the
order and the upper and lower sections of a set.

Definition 2.9. Let (X,<) be a totally preordered set. If a, b ∈ X then (a, b) denotes the set
{x : a � x � b} where � is the strict weak order corresponding to <. Furthermore we say that
(a, b) is open in the order of (X,<). Similarly we say that [a, b] = {x : a < x < b} is closed.

Definition 2.10. Let (X,<) be a totally preordered set and a ∈ X then the strict upper and strict
lower section of X , (←, a) and (a,→), are defined as {x : a � x} and {x : x � a}, respectively.
These sets are also open. Similarly the upper and lower section, [a,→) = {x : a < x} and (←, a] =
{x : x < a} are closed sets.

And now we are able to prove the existence of a utility function from a finite, preordered set to
R.

Theorem 2.11. On a totally preordered and finite set (X,<) there exists an order-isomorphism
f between (X,<) and a subset of (R,≥).

Proof. We will begin by proving that if there is a total preorder <, and thus a strict weak order
�, then there exists a function f such that x � y ⇔ f(x) > f(y). Define f as:

f(x) = |(←, x)|,

where |S| denotes the size of the set S. Now let x � y, then for all z ∈ (←, y) we have y � z and
therefore x � y � z. Clearly x � z and thus (←, y) ⊂ (←, x), therefore f(x) ≥ f(y). Since the
order � is a strictly weak order we have that (←, y) is a proper subset of (←, x) and f(x) > f(y).
Thus x � y ⇔ f(x) > f(y).

If we have that f(x) > f(y) we cannot have that y < x since if y < x we have that for any
z ∈ X that z < y ⇒ z < y. Thus if x � z we have that y � z and therefore (←, x) ⊂ (←, y) so that
f(x) ≤ f(y) which contradicts that f(x) > f(y). And so we must have that f(x) > f(y)⇒ x � y.

That x ∼ y ⇔ f(x) = f(y) follows trivially from the construction of f and the definition of the
lower section.

�

So, in order to prove the existence of an order-isomorphism on finite sets we simply count the
number of elements smaller than x and assign to x this number. If we instead consider the case of
an infinite but countable set we cannot use the exact same method as |(←, x)| may not necessarily
be finite. This can however be solved if we instead of a trivial counting function as in the previous
proof we use a convergent counting function i.e a convergent sum.

Theorem 2.12. Let the elements of the preordered set (X,<) be countable, then there exists an
order-isomorphism f between X and a subset of R.

Proof. We will begin by showing that the weak order part of < defines an order preserving iso-
morphism f on X. Let i be an indexation of the elements in X such that xi+1 � xi. Also
let

ri,j =

{
1 if xj � xi,
0 otherwise.
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and define

f(xj) =

∞∑
i=1

2−iri,j .

Thus we have a function that sums the number of elements a given element xi is preferred to and
maps this sum to [0, 1]. Now note that if x � y then {i : y � xi} ⊂ {i : x � xi} and therefore
f(x) ≥ f(y). Since the relation � is weak {i : y � xi} is a proper subset of {i : x � xi} and thus
f(x) > f(y). This concludes the first part.

To show that f(x) > f(y) implies that x � y we simply note that since f(x) > f(y) we must
have {i : y � xi} ⊂ {i : x � xi} so that x � y.

That x ∼ y ⇔ f(x) = f(y) holds trivially from the construction of f .
�

This concludes the finite and countable cases. To do a proof of the uncountable case we will
make explicit use of Theorem 2.12 so the reader may want to read the proof of it again.

2.3. Existence of order isomorphisms on uncountable sets. On an uncountable set the idea
of a counting function is by definition problematic, and we can not use the same method as in the
previous proofs. Instead we will introduce some topological concepts, which will allow us to do
the proof on a countable subset instead. The topological definitions are nearly unanimously from
Munkres [2]. We shall first define what we mean by a topology.

Definition 2.13. A topology τ is a collection of subsets of a set Y such that:

i Y and ∅ are elements in τ .
ii Finite intersections and countable unions of elements in τ are in τ . In other words τ is closed

under countable unions and finite intersections.

Commonly we write the set and its topology together as (X, τ) and call it a topological space.

We say that the sets in τ are open sets. Note that while it is common to simply say that the sets
are open we will, as we use two different notions of openness, be more specific i.e. we will specify
whether we mean topologically open as here or structurally open as in Definition 2.9. Furthermore
if there is a set A in X such that the complement of A in X is open we say that A is a topologically
closed set

We will now explore a different way to define a topology. Rather than specifying the open sets
of the topology and proving that the resulting collection of sets τ is closed under finite intersections
and countable unions. We can define what is known as a basis.

Definition 2.14. A basis B = {Bi} on X is a collection of sets Bi ⊂ X such that:

i X and ∅ are elements of B;
ii if x ∈ B1 ∩B2 then it exists a B3 ∈ B such that x ∈ B3 ⊂ B1 ∩B2.

Note that the definition of the basis and topology are very similar and indeed it is easy to prove
that from a given basis we can construct a topology τ. We then say that the resulting topology is
generated by the basis B. As we are working with ordered sets (X,<) it is natural to construct a
topology τ based on the open subsets of X (see Definition 2.9 and 2.10), and this we shall do in
the following example which is from Munkres [2].

Example 2.15. Let X be a non-empty set with a total preorder < and a ∈ X, now form a basis
B from the following sets.

(1) The open interval (a, b).
(2) The lower sections (←, a).
(3) The upper sections (a,→).

The topology generated by B is called the order topology, τ<. �
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Notably we can see that any subset of X which is open in the order of (X,<) is topologically
open in the topological space (X, τ<). While we will not make immediate use of this topology we
shall come back to it when proving the existence of a continuous order-isomorphism. Instead we
turn to the existence of a utility function on an uncountable set. As previously mentioned we will
require that X has a certain countable subset. Recall that we say the rational numbers are dense
in the real numbers as any number in R can be expressed as a series of rational numbers. In a
topological sense we can define this formally as follows.

Definition 2.16. Let A be a subset of the topological space (Y, τ). Then A is dense in (Y, τ) if
the intersection of all topologically closed sets containing A is equal to X. Furthermore we say
that (Y, τ) is separable if there is a dense and countable subset of (Y, τ).

As we proved the existence of a utility function on countable sets in Theorem 2.12 it seems
reasonable that it is possible to prove the existence of a utility function on a separable topological
space since it is ”filled” by a countable set. However, as we are interested in the order property
we want the uncountable set to be separable with respect to the order on it, in some sense.
Consequently we shall also use the following definition, which can be found in [1].

Definition 2.17. If there exists a countable subset Z of X such that for x, y ∈ X then if x � y,
there exists z ∈ Z with x < z < y we say that X is order separable in the sense of Debreu.

We will now only need one last definition from Munkres [2] before we are ready to make the
first attempt at a proof.

Definition 2.18. A topological space (X, τ<) is connected if the only subsets of X that they are
simultaneously topologically open and closed are X and ∅.

And at long last we can state the following lemma. Note that we require the set X to be connected.

Lemma 2.19. Let (X,<) be an uncountable, connected and totally preordered set. If (X,<) is
separable in its topology τ then there is an order isomorphism φ on X.

Proof. Let Z be a countable set which is order-dense in X, in the sense of Debreu. Since Z is
countable we define

φ(x) = min {f(z) : z < x, z ∈ Z} ,
where f is the order-isomorphism defined in Theorem 2.12.

Now, whenever y � x there is an element v ∈ X such that y � v � x. Therefore, since X is
Debreu-separable there is an element z such that y � v < z < x and clearly

min {f(z) : z < x, z ∈ Z} < min {φ(z) : z < y, z ∈ Z} ,

so φ(x) < φ(y).
Suppose instead that φ(x) < φ(y) so that

min {φ(z) : z < x, z ∈ Z} < min {φ(z) : z < y, z ∈ Z} .

Thus there are z1, z2 ∈ Z such that

z2 < y < z1 < x.

Since we cannot have z1 < y we have z1 < y � z2 < x, and y � x.
Again x ∼ y ⇔ f(x) = f(y) is a trivial result here. �

One may now ask whether or not it is necessary that the set X should be connected for the
existence of a utility function. To explore this, assume that X is not connected with an open set
(a, b) such that a, b ∈ X but (a, b) ∩X = ∅. Then we may not find an element v ∈ X such that
a � v � b and therefore we cannot have a < z < v � b, but instead we have a < z < b. Thus the
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function φ from the previous lemma might map a and b to the same point and φ is not necessarily
a homomorphism from X to R.

It may therefore be surprising that it is not necessary to require X to be connected. The reason
behind this is that one can show that the number of gaps or discontinuities in X has to be countable
by Remark (1.4.6) in [1]. We state this as a proposition.

Proposition 2.20. If the set X is Debreu order separable then the set of gaps in X is countable.

If we make use of this property we can take the union of the set Z from the proof of Lemma
2.21 and the endpoints of X to form another countable set. Since we earlier proved that there
is an order-isomorphism on countable sets it follows that the we again have a order-isomorphism.
Had the case been that X had uncountably many discontinues this construction would have been
impossible since the union of the endpoints and Z would itself be uncountable. Because of this
we required the set X to be connected earlier. As we now know we do not need the set to be
connected we state the following theorem.

Theorem 2.21. Let (X,<) be an uncountable and totally preordered set. If (X,<) is separable,
in the sense of Debreu, in its topology τ then there is an order isomorphism φ on X.

Proof. Form the set

K = {k : k is an infinimum or supremum of a Debreu gap in X} .
Now instead since, by Proposition 2.20, X has at most countably many gaps we take Z to be
defined as in the proof of Lemma 2.21 and define

Z ′ = Z ∪K,
which therefore is a union of countable sets, thus it is countable. Since Z ′ is countable we apply
Theorem 2.12 on it and proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.19. Thus the proof is complete. �

This theorem concludes the section on the existence of isomorphisms from a general set X to
R. In the next section we shall explore the continuity of such functions.
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3. Continuous Order Isomorphisms

In this section we will seek a continuous utility function u : X → R. Previously φ was used
to denote the order-isomorphism, but to emphasize that the utility function is continuous we will
use u instead. To prove that it exists a continuous utility function function u we will again do a
constructive proof, and to this end we will use the order-isomorphism φ constructed in Theorem
2.21. Since φ is not necessarily continuous we will,as mentioned in the introduction, construct
another order-isomorphism ψ : R̄→ R and define u = ψ ◦ φ, where ◦ is the standard composition.
Finally we prove that u is continuous. A schematic description of the previous correspondence
between φ, ψ and u can be found in Figure 1.

R

u
X R

φ ψ

Figure 1. A schematic description of the utility function u and the conjuncted
functions ψ and φ from which it is created.

The construction of ψ is done in the proof of the Debreu open gap lemma. Before we can do
this however a discussion of what continuity is would be timely.

3.1. Continuity. The reader is supposedly familiar with continuity in the traditional ε− δ form.
For x, y ∈ R and an arbitrary ε > 0 then a function f : R → R is continuous if for every ε there
exists a δ such that 0 < |x− y| < δ implies that |f(x)− f(y)| < ε. This definition is however only
true in a very special case of topological spaces: the metric spaces. We will not approach metric
spaces in a formal way but we can understand those spaces intuitively as spaces equipped with a
way to measure the distance between two points such as | · | in R. If the metric | · | does not exist
it is easy to see that the ε− δ definition of continuity makes no sense. As we cannot assume that
our set of choices X is a subset of a metric space we need a more general and topological definition
of continuity.

Definition 3.1. Consider two topological spaces (X, τ) and (Y, τ ′). Then a function f : X → Y
is continuous if for every topologically open subset V of Y then the set f−1(V ) is an open subset
of (X, τ).

In the following example we will see how continuous and discontinuous functions look by the
previous definition. Furthermore, in light of this example it should be no surprise that the purpose
of ψ is to ensure that the gaps in image are open.

Example 3.2. Let ≥ be the usual order on (R,≥) and let τ≥ be the order topology with respect
to the usual order ≥. Furthermore, let τ = {{−1, 1} , {−1} , {1} , {∅}} be the topology on the
topological space ({−1, 1} , τ). If we define g : (R, τ≥)→ ({−1, 1} , τ) as

g(x) =

{
1 if x ≥ 1,
−1 if x < 1,

we can make the following observation on the continuity of g. Since {1} is open in ({−1, 1} , τ)
then by Definition 3.1 the set g−1({1}) has to be open in (R, τ≥). However, because g({1}) = [1,→)
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Figure 2. A plot of the function g : R→ {−1, 1} defined in Example 3.2 showing
an example of a lower semicontinuous function.

is not in τ≥ then [1,→) is not open in the topology. As [1,→) /∈ τ≥ violates the condition of
Definition 3.1 it follows that g is not continuous. A graph of the function g can be found in Figure
2. �

From the previous example there are two important things to note. First, if the gap of a function
g : X → Y is open in Y then g is continuous around the gap, loosely speaking. Secondly we have
a special class of functions which are continuous at the left side, as in the example, and functions
which are continuous at the right side of the gap. It is important to understand here that we are
talking about the gap in Y , not in X, and thus that we do not talk about right or left continuity.
We make the following definition.

Definition 3.3. A function upper respectively lower semicontinuous if for x, x0 ∈ X and a function
f : X → R there is an open set U around x0 such that for all x ∈ U and an arbitrary constant ε
then f(x) ≤ f(x0) + ε and f(x) ≥ f(x0)− ε holds, respectively.

The function which can bee seen in Figure 2 is thus an upper semicontinuous function. Fur-
thermore a function that is upper and lower semicontinuous is continuous as well.

To continue it is obvious that we must use Definition 3.1 when discussing functions from X,
such as φ or u since we do not expect there to be any concept of distance between elements in
X. However the function ψ is defined from a subset S of R to R and therefore it is possible to
use any definition of continuity on S that applies on R. So, even though our motivation for the
construction of ψ comes from the general definition we shall use a stronger variation of the ε − δ
definition: Lipschitz continuity, in the construction of ψ. We follow a definition from Kolmogorov
and Fomin [3].

Definition 3.4. A function f on a subset E of R to R is said to be Lipschitz continuous on E if
there is a constant K > 0 such that

|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ K|x− y| ∀x, y ∈ E

We are now in a position to begin constructing the function ψ which will eliminate the non-open
gaps from subsets of R

3.2. Construction of the gap-closing function ψ. We now leave the discussion about continu-
ity, and to begin the construction of the gap closing function ψ consider the following observation
about monotonicity and order isomorphisms.
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1

x

f(x) = 1
π arctan(x) + 1

2

Figure 3. A plot showing the asymptotical behaviour of the function f : R̄ →
[0, 1] from Proposition 3.6.

Proposition 3.5. On R a monotonically increasing function f is an order homomorphism, if it
furthermore is one-to-one it is an order isomorphism.

While not necessary Proposition 3.5 will allow us to talk about order isomorphisms on R in
more familiar terms. Furthermore it is clear that we can use functions and tools from calculus in
a straightforward way.

The next trivial proposition which follows from Proposition 3.5 is another handy one as it will
allow us to contain the construction of ψ to [0, 1] and subsets thereof rather than R̄ and it’s subsets.

Proposition 3.6. The function

f(x) =


1
π arctan(x) + 1

2 if −∞ < x <∞
1 if x =∞
0 if x = −∞

is a continuous order isomorphism between (R,≥) and ([0, 1],≥) since it is bijective and monoton-
ically increasing. This function can be seen in Figure 3.

It should be clear from Example 3.2 and the subsequent discussion that the problem of continuity
is how the gaps has to do with how the image of the function behaves. Formally we will be concerned
with what is known as a Debreu-gap and specifically we will want all those gaps to be open.

Definition 3.7. For any subset S of the real line let L be a nondegenerate interval, i.e. an interval
with more than one point, with lower and upper bounds in S such that L∩S = ∅. Then we define
a Debreu gap as max {L}.

The reader should be careful with this definition as we are not saying that L has a infimum and
supremum in S but rather that there are two elements a, b ∈ S such that for all l ∈ L we have
a ≥ l ≥ b.

From Definition 3.1 it is possible to see that a function whose image contains a Debreu gap is
continuous only if every such gap is open in the topology. This is what we would expect from
looking at the previous examples. Now, even though we cannot prove the Debreu open gap lemma
we are in a position where we at least can state it. Lemma 3.8 can also be found in [1] and the
proof in Bowen [4]. Note that we have split the proof into two lemmas, this is done to emphasize
the need of a certain technical function introduced in the second proof. The next lemma, Lemma
3.8, is thus the main lemma and Lemma 3.9 is a special case of the former.
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Lemma 3.8 (Debreu open gap lemma). Let (R̄, τ<) be the extended real line with the order topology
τ< and S a subset of R̄. It then exists an increasing function ψ : R̄→ R̄ such that all Debreu gaps
of ψ(S) are open in the topology.

To follow the proof of Bowen [4] we need to define the Lebesgue measure. However, since a
formal definition is outside the scope of this thesis the reader is referred to a textbook on real
analysis such as Kolmogorov and Fomin [3] or Stein [5]. The use of the Lebesgue measure is
intuitively motivated by the fact that we want to know the size of the non-open gaps in the image
and subtract them from our function. This will in effect cut and paste our function in such a way
that all remaining Debreu gaps in the image are open.

Lemma 3.9. Let (S,≥) be a totally preordered subset of (R,≥) then it exists a real valued, con-
tinuous and nondecreasing function f : S → R.

Proof. As we in Proposition 3.6 constructed an order isomorphism between R̄ and [0, 1] we can
study the interval [0, 1] rather than the entire extended real line. Let S[0,1] be the image of S
under the function of Proposition 3.6. Furthermore, let T be the union of the non-open gaps of
S[0,1] and let f : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] be defined as

f(x) = x− µ(T ∩ [0, x]).

To see that the function f(x) is continuous suppose x, y ∈ [0, 1] and y ≥ x, then

f(y)− f(x) = y − µ(T ∩ [0, y])− x+ µ(T ∩ [0, x])

which is equal to

y − x− µ(T ∩ [x, y]).

Since 0 ≤ µ(T ∩ [x, y]) ≤ 1 there is a K > 0 such that f(y)− f(x) ≤ K(y − x), thus f satisfies
the Lipschitz condition and therefore it is continuous. Furthermore, by construction it is obvious
that f(x) is nondecreasing on S[0,1].

Intuitively it is easy to see that any gap in the image of f is open. Formally we will prove that no
gap in the image contains its supremum or infimum. Let (a, b] ⊂ [0, 1] such that (a, b]∩f(S[0,1]) = ∅
and construct the interval (c, d] by c ≡ g−1(a) and d ≡ supb f

−1(b). Now (c, d] ∪ S[0,1] = ∅ and
thus (c, d] ⊂ T , therefore f(c) = f(x) for any x ∈ (c, d]. So then we must have that if a interval in
[0, 1] contains its supremum then either f is constant or the intersection with f(S) is non-empty.

Similarly one can prove the same result for intervals containing its infimum. Thus the only gaps
in the image of f are open and proof is complete. The workings of this lemma can be seen in figure
4

�

S[0,1] :

T :

f(S[0,1]) :

Figure 4. A drawing showing the function f : S[0,1] ⊂ [0, 1]→ [0, 1] from Lemma
3.9. Note how the non-open gaps, T , are removed from f(S[0,1])
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The reader may now wonder why we did not say that the function is increasing on S and thus
prove the Debreu open gap lemma. With no doubt there must be a set on which ψ does not
increase, specifically this has to do with nontrivial sets that have a Lebesgue measure of zero. We
will illustrate this by showing this exact effect on a subset of the Cantor set, constructed below.
A more elaborated explanation can be found in [1, page 41].

This subset is constructed by first defining the Cantor set. So we take the interval [0, 1] and
then remove the open middle third

(
1
3 ,

2
3

)
. We then end up with a new set

[
1, 13
]
∪
[
2
3 , 1
]
. If we

repeat this again we would get the set
[
1, 19
]
∪
[
2
9 ,

3
9

]
∪
[
6
9 ,

7
9

]
∪
[
8
9 , 1
]
. By continuing this process

indefinitely we get the Cantor set C . We shall use the following two, quite remarkable properties
which are stated in the following proposition. The proof of this can be found in a textbook on real
analysis such as Stein [5].

Proposition 3.10. The Cantor set C is an uncountable set with Lebesgue measure zero.

Note that as the Lebesgue measure of C is zero that would imply that the measure of the
complement of C in [0, 1] is one, and recall that in the previous proof we subtracted the non-open
distance between elements of S to ensure that the image had only open Debreu gaps. Clearly the
Cantor set is not an issue here since the gaps are open, but if we could remove the endpoints of C
we would have a far more problematic set from the point of view of the previous proof.

Indeed let us remove the endpoints of the subintervals in C . This is possible to do without the
resulting set being trivial since there are no isolated points in C , which can be seen in [5]. We will
not go into the details of how we remove the endpoints since it is not vital but the reader may
note that it is done by doing a ternary expansion of C and then removing any point which has a
finite amount of any number. The resulting open Cantor set is the joined with the points 0 and 1
to form the set K. Since K is a subset of C , which has Lebesgue measure 0, then µ(K) = 0.

If we now take S from the previous proof, let S = K and work trough the proof we get that
the measure of T , the compliment of S in the unit interval, is one. Specifically, we have that
µ(T ∩ [0, x]) = x for x ∈ [0, 1]. Thus the function ψ(x) = x − µ(T ∩ [0, x]) is equal to 0 for all x.
Therefore we are only able to say that the function is non-decreasing rather than increasing. It is
however possible to define a function which is increasing even on the open Cantor set.

3.3. The proof of the Debreu open gap lemma. We will in a moment prove the Debreu Open
Gap lemma, but first we will need to look at the Weierstrass M-test.

Lemma 3.11. Suppose {fn} is a sequence of functions defined on a subset E of the real line and
suppose that it exits a sequence of constants {Mn} such that

|fn(x)| ≤Mn ∀x ∈ E
Then

∑
fn converges uniformly on E if

∑
Mn converges.

The proof of this can be found in Rudin [6, p. 148]. It is now time to prove the Debreu open
gap lemma, Lemma 3.8.

Proof. Let f be the function defined in the proof of Lemma 3.9. We will now define a function r
which is increasing whenever f is constant.

Let

H ≡
{
f−1(t) ∩ S : t ∈ R, f−1(t) ∩ S is nondegenerate

}
.

Thus H is the set of all intervals where f is constant.
Let t, t′ ∈ R and t < t′, since f is increasing then f−1(t)∩ f−1(t′) = ∅ and the two intervals are

disjoint. Now we prove that the elements of (H ≥) contains an open set (a, b). Indeed, let h be
an element of H; because any h is nondegenerate by definition we may with no loss of generality
assume that a, b ∈ h and a < b. Suppose now that h ∩ (a, b) = ∅ and S ∩ (a, b) 6= ∅ then there is
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an element z ∈ S such that z ∈ (a, b). As a, b ∈ h then f(a) = f(b) and since z ∈ (a, b) we have
f(a) ≤ f(z) ≤ f(b), thus f(a) = f(z) = f(b). Given that f(a) = f(z) then, by definition of H, z
must be in h, contradicting our assumption that h ∩ (a, b) = ∅.

We now instead suppose that h ∩ (a, b) = ∅ and S ∩ (a, b) = ∅ as well. Since (a, b) is open then
T ∩ (a, b) = ∅ thus, by construction of f , we have f(a) 6= f(b), which contradicts our assumptions.
Therefore there is an open set in each element of H.

Because any two elements of H are disjoint, there is an open set in each element and each element
is a subset of R then there are countably many elements of H. As the elements are countable we
denote them by Hk.

Now, since Hk is an infinite subset of R it is separable, and therefore we may select a dense
subset Dk of Hk. Because Dk is countable we may define a function rk : Dk → Q ∩ [0, 2−k]. As
both the range and domain of rk are countable we may select an enumeration {αi}∞i=1 of Dk and
an enumeration {qi}∞i=1 of Q ∩ [0, 2−k]. We will now inductively define rk. Let {βi}ni=1 be an
increasing permutation on {αi}ni=1 so that i < i+ 1⇔ βi < βi+1 and assume that rk(αn) has been
defined. Note that by construction αn+1 belongs to one of the following intervals

[0, β1) , (β1, β2), . . . , (βn, 1].

Let

z =

 min {i ∈ N : 0 < qi < rk(β1)} if αn+1 ∈ [0, β1),
min {i ∈ N : rk(βj) < qi < rk(βj+1)} if αn+1 ∈ (βj , βj+1), j 6= 1, n,
min {i ∈ N : rk(βn) < qi < 1)} if αn+1 ∈ (βn, 1).

and define rk(αn+1) = qz. As a start value we let rk(α1) = q1.
We will now extend rk from Dk to [0, 1] and prove that the extension is continuous. Let the

extension be defined by

rk(x) = sup {rk(z) : z ∈ Dk, z ≤ x ∈ [0, 1]} .

Note that rk(x) is strictly increasing on Dk.
To prove that rk(x) is continuous on [0, 1] we will prove by contradiction that rk(x) is both

upper and lower semicontinuous. Assume that there is a point c ∈ [0, 1] at which rk is not upper
semicontinuous then it exists a r0 ∈ Q such that

rk(x) < r0 < lim
x→c

sup rk(x)

Since rk(x) is surjective, there exists a b0 in the domain of rk such that rk(b0) = r0. Let

d ≡ |c− b0|

.
If δ < d and |x− c| < δ, then as rk is strictly increasing,

rk(x) ≤ rk(b0) = r0 < lim
x→c

sup rk(x),

so

sup
|x−c|<δ

rk(x) ≤ rk(b0) = r0,

and therefore

inf
δ→0

sup
|x−c|<δ

rk(x) ≤ r0.

Since limx→c sup rk(x) = infδ→0 sup|x−c|<δ rk(x) this contradicts the assumption that rk is not
upper semi-continuous. In a similar way it can be shown that rk is lower semi-continuous; and so we
have constructed a continuous function on [0, 1] which is strictly increasing on all non-degenerate
intervals where f is constant.
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Now let

r(x) =

∞∑
k=1

rk(x).

Since supz∈Dk
rk(z) = 2−k then for all k ∈ Z+ and x ∈ [0, 1] the function rk(x) ≤ 2−k. Since rk

is continuous on [0, 1] and
∑

2−k converges then the Weierstrass M-test implies that the sum r(x)
converges uniformly. It can also be seen that rk increases strictly on [0, 1]. Assume that x, y ∈ Hk

and x < y; since Hk is separable then there are z1, z2 ∈ Dk ∩ (x, y) such that rk(x) ≤ rk(z1) <
rk(z2) ≤ rk(y), thus rk is strictly increasing on Hk.

At this point we can define

ψ = f + r,

which is a continuous and strictly increasing function.
It only remains to prove that all gaps of ψ are open. However, recall that in Lemma 3.9 we did

prove that any gap in the image of f is open. Because of this we need only to prove that if a is
the infimum of a gap L in S and a ∈ L then for any b ∈ L we have f(a) = f(b). Indeed suppose
that a ∈ L then L ∩ S = ∅ and therefore ∀k : L ∩ Hk = ∅. Since neither a nor b is in Hk then
r(a) = r(b). Similarly we may instead assume that a is a supremum of L and repeat the proof step
by step to conclude that r(a) = r(b). This implies that any gap of ψ either does not exists or does
not contain either its infimum or supremum, and therefore is open.

�

We have now from Lemma 3.8 a function ψ from any subset of R̄ to a subset of R̄ such that all
Debreu gaps of the image are open. In the next section we shall prove that the composition u of
the function ψ and an arbitrary utility function φ is continuous. Specifically we will use that all
the Debreu gaps of u will be topologically open.

3.4. Continuity Theorems. Our goal in this section is to prove that the composition u of the
gap closing function ψ of Lemma 3.8 and an arbitrary order isomorphism φ is continuous. The
general idea will be to first prove that given a topological space (X, τ) then u is continuous for a
very non-constraining topology τ . First we need a definition which can be found in any textbook
on topology, such as Munkres [2].

Definition 3.12. Given a set X and two different topologies τ and τ ′ on X we say that τ ′ is finer
than τ if all elements of τ are elements in τ ′ as well. Equivalently we say that τ is coarser than τ ′.

Note that by the definition of continuity we can see that if there are two topologies on a set and
an arbitrary function f is continuous with respect to the first topology then if the first topology is
coarser than the second topology the function is necessarily continuous with respect to the second
topology as well. To further clarify it may be helpful to think about the fact that all sets which
are topologically open in τ are topologically open in τ ′ as well. Thus we will prove that our
utility function u is continuous with respect to a topology τ and then prove that there are certain
conditions which generates a topology on X which is finer than τ .

The following definition is from Bridges [1].

Definition 3.13. Let< be a total preorder on setX. The corresponding upper (repsectively lower)
order topology on X is the coarsest topology for which the upper section [x,→) (respectively lower
section [←, x) ) are closed in X for each x in X.

We now prove the existence of a upper and lower semicontinuous function u, with respect to
the topologies on Definition 3.13. This is Theorem 3.2.2 of [1].
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Theorem 3.14. Let (X,<) be a totally preordered set. If there is a real-valued order isomor-
phism φ : (X,<) → (R,≥), then there is a real-valued order isomorphism u on X that is upper
semicontinuous in the upper order topology and lower semicontinuous in the lower order topology.

Proof. Since (X,<) By Lemma 3.8 we know that there is a function ψ from any subset S of R to

another subset S
′

of R such that every Debreu gap of S
′

is open. Since, by assumption we also
know that there is an order isomorphism φ : X → R. Let

u = ψ ◦ φ(x) = ψ(φ(x))

By Lemma 3.8 we know that every Debreu gap of u(X) is open.
We will now prove that u−1([r,∞)) for r ∈ R is closed in the upper order topology and thus

that u is upper semicontinuous in it. We have three cases depending on where r is.

(1) when r ∈ u(X),
(2) when r is in a gap of u(X),
(3) when r is neither in u(X) nor in a gap of u(X).

In the first case since r ∈ u(X) and u is an isomorphism between X and R there is a y ∈ X
such that r = u(y). Hence u−1([r,∞)) = [y,→) which by definition is closed in X.

In the second case as r is in an open gap (a, b) of u(X) it is clear that the inverse u−1([r,∞)) =
u−1([b,∞)), which is closed in X.

In the third and final case we have three subcases as r could be smaller than or equal to inf u(X)
in which case [r,∞) covers X so u−1([r,∞)) = X. We could also have that r = supu(X) /∈ u(X).
If so [r,∞) ∩ u(X) = ∅, which is closed in X.

We have now proved that for every r ∈ R the inverse image u−1([r,∞)) is closed in X under
the upper order topology and thus upper semicontinuous under the topology. The proof of lower
semicontinuity in the lower order topology is proved in a similar fashion. �

The preceding theorem establishes that if the closed upper sections [a,→) of (X, τ) are closed
in τ then the function is upper semicontinuous and similar for the lower sections. Because of the
important role of this property of the upper and lower sections we wish to name it.

Definition 3.15. Let (X,≺) be a preordered set. The preorder ≺ is continuous with respect to a
topology τ for X if for each x ∈ X the upper section [x,→) and the lower section (←, x] are closed
under τ .

Another way of saying this is that the complement of [x,→) respectively (←, x] should be open
in (X, τ). Recall how we defined the order topology earlier in Example 2.15; specifically we assumed
that the basis of τ< consisted of the upper and lower sections of X. It now follows by the properties
of the basis (see Definition 2.14) that if a topology τ on X contains the upper and lower sections
of X then it contains τ<. Thus the topology τ must be finer than or equal to τ<, and we may state
the following proposition.

Proposition 3.16. Let (X,<) be a totally preordered set. Then the order topology τ< is the
coarsest topology on X for which the preorder < is continuous.

As we said before, if the total preorder < can be shown to be continuous in a topology on X
then the topology is finer than or equal to the order topology τ<. Since we already proved that
it exists a continuous order isomorphism from X to R if the topology on X is the order topology
it follows that there is a continuous order isomorphism for every finer topology on X. Because
of this we know that if the total preorder < is continuous the topology is finer than the order
topology and hence it exists a continuous order isomorphism u : X → R. This is summarized in
the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.17. Let (X, τ<) be a connected, separable topological space, and < a continuous total
preorder on X. Then there exists a continuous real-valued order isomorphism on X.

Proof. As (X,<) is separable and connected it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.19 and thus it
exists an order-isomorphism φ : X → R. Therefore by Theorem 3.14 there is a upper respectively
lower semicontinuous utility function on X in the upper and lower order topologies, respectively.
Finally since we know that the structurally closed lower and upper sections, (←, a] and [b,→),
are topologically closed in the order topology τ< on X we know that there is a continuous utility
function u on X. �

In the previous proof we did only require that X were separable in the ordinary sense. If
we instead would assume that (X, τ<) is separable in the sense of Debreu then the conditions of
Theorem 2.21 would be satisfied without requiring (X, τ<) to be connected.

Another continuity theorem, this by Debreu, concerns a topological property of the basis of the
topology on X.

Definition 3.18. If the basis B of X is countable we say that X is second-countable.

And the theorem is stated as follows and can also be found as Theorem 3.2.5 of [1].

Theorem 3.19. Let X be a second countable topological space, and < a continuous total preorder
on X. Then there exists a continuous real-valued order isomorphism on X.

Proof. The only essential difference in this proof is the construction of the initial isomorphism.
Let B = {B1, B2, . . . } be a countable basis for the topology on X. Now, for each x ∈ X let

N(x) = {n : x � y for all y ∈ Bn}
so N(x) counts the number of basis elements ”smaller” than x in the given order. Also let

ψ(x) =
∑

n∈N(x)

2−n.

This is necessary since N(x) cannot be our isomorphism because it is not necessarily finite on an
infinite set, see the discussion about the countable case in section 2.

Clearly if b < a, then N(a) ⊂ N(b) and so ψ(a) ≤ ψ(b). If instead b � a, then a ∈ (←, b), so
there exists n such that

a ∈ Bn ⊂ (←, b)
so n ∈ N(b)−N(a).; hence ψ(a) < ψ(b). As it exists an order isomorphism then by Theorem 3.14
and Proposition 3.16 there is a continuous order isomorphism between (X, τ<) and (R,≥). �

This concludes the proofs of continuity for the order isomorphism u. However, we have not
said anything about the uniqueness of the continuous utility function u. Let u a continuous utility
function from (X,<) to (R,≥), let S be the image of u and let f be a monotonically increasing,
continuous and one-to-one function on R. Since f is monotonically increasing and one-to-one it
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.5, thus the sets S and f(S) are isomorphic with respect
to their order ≥. Because S and f(S) are isomorphic then u′ = f ◦ u is an order isomorphism.
Furthermore, since f and u are continuous so is u′ and thus u′ is a continuous order isomorphism.
We state the following proposition.

Proposition 3.20. A continuous utility function u : X → R is unique up to transformations by
continuous and monotonically increasing functions.
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4. Expected Utility

We concluded the previous section by stating different conditions for the existence of a contin-
uous order isomorphism u from a set X to R. In this section we will continue by exploring an
important application of continuous utility functions: utility under risk. This section will contain
brief mentions of statistical tools such as probability measures. All of them can be found in Cinlar
[7], however it is entirely possible to skim trough them and still understand the discussion. We
begin by a general motivation.

4.1. Utility under risk. Except for highly abstract and constructed situations there are few
decisions not involving some randomness or uncertainty. In such situations the applicability of
standard utility decreases or becomes unwieldy at best and instead we develop a new method for
calculating the utility: expected utility theory. In this field the term value is commonly used instead
of utility but we shall be consequent to the rest of the paper and call the function corresponding
to our utility, derived previously, utility and the modified utility: exepected utility. In this model
the use for continuity will be even greater as it will ensure the existence of a integral.

Before we look at the model for expected utility we will briefly discuss the kinds of situations
where it may be useful, and there are plenty. Naturally there are the lotteries and other explicit
gambles where we are given a payment contingent on some randomness. Note that the utility of
money is not equal to the face value, instead it is commonly assumed that the value of an additional
unit of money will have a lower utility for a wealthy person than a poor. Another example is the
choice of whether to carry an umbrella to work or not. If it does not rain we carry the umbrella
for no reason, which probably is some kind of inconvenience to the individual. Therefore we would
require that the utility of the umbrella when it rains to outweigh the disutility from carrying it,
which is plausible. One would plausibly have a greater utility from being shielded from rain than
problems carrying an umbrella. However, by reasoning like this we would assume that everyone
would always carry an umbrella to work, so why does this never happen? The answer is of course
connected to probabilities. If the weather is sunny and the weather report assured us that it would
remain so for the foreseeable future no one would carry an umbrella; on the other hand, if we
are promised rain everyone owning an umbrella would carry it. These situations are certain and
thus not ideal examples of utility under risk, however, if the weather report says that there is a
probability of 0.2 of rain we would have the full effect of expected utility. Hopefully this has made
the reader aware that nearly every situation containing a probability is a situation where expected
utility is applicable.

4.2. Expected value and expected utility. Utility under risk is a part of economics which can
handle a wide amount of cases, ranging from risk in financial situations and lotteries to the utility
of taking the train considering that the train might be late. To familiarize us with the process
in which this is done recall that in statistics we often calculate the expected value of a stochastic
variable X with a density function f in the following way:

E[X] =

∞∫
−∞

xf(x)dx. (1)

The following discussion will be based out of this model, and the reader will be well of only
knowing the previous formulation.

To calculate the utility in a situation involving some random values we may in fact look at
u : X → R as a random variable. This naturally implies that X is now a set of events, or possible
things which may occur. On this set there is a probability P such that for an element x of X then
P(x) is the probability that x occurs. By using this terminology we can write the expected value
of the random variable u in the following way:
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E[u] =

∫
X

u(x)dP. (2)

From a mathematical point we know that the standard Riemann integral
∫
S
f(x)dx exists if

f(x) is continuous on a closed subset S of the real line, see for instance Rudin [6, p. 122]. Now
recall from Proposition 3.20 that a continuous utility function is unique up to continuous and
monotonically increasing transformations. Because of this we may again use the function from
Proposition 3.6 to change the image of the utility function from R to [0, 1], and since [0, 1] is a
closed subset of R u is Riemann integrable there. As u is integrable we would only need some
conditions on the probability measure; for instance we could require the existence of a continuous
density function f of P on S. However, a formal treatment of this is outside the scope of the thesis
the reader is referred for instance Machina [8] or Von Neumann and Morgenstern [9] for a proper
treatment of expected utility.

Let us now work through an example of where this expected utility may be of use to us. Imagine
a train and an individual about to decide whether to take the train or to drive by car. We can
assume that the utility of driving the car is lower than taking the train as there is no need to find a
space to park the car and she is free to do read or do other things while riding the train. However,
it is also plausible that the utility of riding the train is affected by at which time it arrives. Since
we can think of the time of arrival of the train as a random variable with some probability P(t) of
the train arriving at time t we can express the utility of the train ride as:

E[u] =

∫
T

u(t)dP,

where T is the set of times t. If this utility is greater than that of taking the car then the individual
is, with respect to her preferences, better of choosing the train, on average.

The observant reader may have spotted a great difficulty with the use of utility. For, given
the construction in the previous sections, can we really compare different utilities? The answer is
naturally yes - and no. To see the problem note that by Proposition 3.20 there are a multitude of
utility functions for each set of preferences (X,<). Therefore if we assume that the set, to which
the utility of driving the car belongs, has one element which does not stand in relation to every
element in the set to which the utility of riding the train is a function on we cannot compare the
utilities. Or if we state it in a simpler way. If two sets Y1 and Y2 are totally preordered by two
preference relations <1 and <2, respectively, then we can compare the utility of the different
elements if Y1 ∪ Y2 is ordered by a preference relation <1,2. This is specifically a problem if one
were to consider utilities of two different individuals. However, even if the utility is not well
defined between two sets with incompatible preferences we do still have quite a powerful method
for describing utility under risk.

4.3. Comments. The method of using the probability measure P for computation of the expected
value was extensively used from the 18th century (see [10]) to well into the last decade where Von
Neumann and Morgenstern [9] axiomatized the expected utility theory. The reader may note that
those conditions are the same as those we use in chapter X together with a continuity condition
for the probability as we discussed earlier. However, following their publication a vast amount of
criticism emerged and a noteworthy part is that of Allais who demonstrated what is known as the
Allais paradox which can be found in Allais [11]. At the core of this is the failure of rationality
in the human intuition and by extension the probability measure used in the model. While the
objective probability P is perfect for describing rational behaviour it seems to fail in predicting
choices made by individuals in certain cases. This has led to the development of new theories
aimed at explaining the new empirical observations.
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The empirical models can coarsely be divided into two generations. In the first generation the
discreptancy between the expected utility theory and empirical observation is supposedly fixed
by changing from the objective probability P to a probability more in line with human percep-
tion of probability. However, this first generation of model all suffer from issues with stochastic
dominance. Specifically they make predictions that the individual will make choices which are
worse than another with a probability of one, this property is explained by Fishburn [12]. Main
papers of the first generation is Handa’s: Risk, probabilities, and a new theory of cardinal utility
[13] and Kahneman & Tversky’s: Prospect Theory [14]. The second generation deals with the
problem of stochastically dominated choices by leaving the usual probabilities for measures which
not necessarily have to sum to one. Under those measures the problem with stochasic dominance
is completely resolved but the model becomes much harder to work with.This can be seen in the
main papers: Tversky and Kahneman [15]; Schmeidler [16] and Quiggin [17]. Furthermore, Prelec
[18] has done some interesting work on the density functions for the different models.
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